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Abstrat
Photon distribution amplitudes up to twist four are alulated within the nonloal hiral quark
model with a simple pole ansatz for momentum dependene of the onstituent quark mass. Cal-
ulations are performed using modied eletromagneti vetor urrent in order to satisfy Ward
identities. Quark ondensate and magneti suseptibility of the QCD vauum entering denitions
of the distribution amplitudes are omputed and ompared with existing phenomenologial esti-
mates. Both real and o-shell photons are onsidered and relevant form fators are alulated. Our
results are analytial up to the numerial solution of ertain algebrai equation.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In the present paper we alulate photon distribution amplitudes (DA) within a low
energy nonloal model based on the instanton model of the QCD vauum. There are seven
dierent photon DAs orresponding to the Dira struture probing the photon and to the
light-one twist (here we follow losely denitions of ref. [1℄). However in reality only one
of them, twist 2 tensor DA, an be aessed experimentally in hard exlusive proesses
[2, 3, 4, 5℄ (for experimental overview see ref. [6℄). Higher twist amplitudes are suppressed
in hard proesses and vetor twist 2 DA deouples for real photons. However, the interest
in the remaining photon DAs is not purely aademial. They are normalized through low
energy observables suh as quark ondensate 
〈
ψ¯ψ
〉
, magneti suseptibility  χm and
mixed quark-gluon ondensate  f3γ that are of importane for our understanding of the
properties of the QCD vauum. Only the alulation of all photon DAs provides a test of
the whole approah and may prove its onsisteny.
In the present work we employ a nonloal generalization of the semibosonized Nambu
Jona-Lasinio (NJL) model with momentum dependent onstituent quark mass M(p) (whih
will be denoted as Mp) whih follows from the instanton model of the QCD vauum [7, 8℄.
This model in the present version has been previously used to alulate pion [9, 10, 14℄
and kaon [11, 12, 13℄ distribution amplitudes, two pion DAs [15℄, pion-to-photon transition
distribution amplitudes [16℄ and also twist 2 tensor photon DA [17℄ (see also [9℄). However a
omplete analysis of all seven photon DAs has been, to the best of our knowledge, onduted
only in ref. [18℄ in a model similar to ours with, however, results that in some respets are
dierent than the ones obtained in the present paper.
One of the obvious problems that arises when one onsiders momentum dependent fermion
mass is the nononservation of the naive vetor urrent ontaining only γµ Dira matrix.
There are many proposals in the literature how to extend vetor urrent to satisfy ele-
tromagneti Ward identities. None of them is unique, sine urrent onservation does not
x the transverse part of the modied vertex. One of the simplest extensions of this type
disussed already many years ago in refs. [20, 21℄ and employed also in ref. [18℄, onsists in
the following substitution
γµ → γµ −
kµ + (k − p)µ
k2 − (k − p)2
(Mk −Mk−p) . (1)
Extension (1) follows from the assumption onerning both Ward identities and analytial
2
struture of the modied vertex that is required to math perturbative expansion. In prin-
iple one ould add to (1) terms proportional to rµ where r · p = 0, and the Ward identities
would be satised. In refs. [22, 23℄ and also in [24℄ another modiation has been advoated;
here the ambiguity is onneted to a freedom of hoosing the integration path that denes
the nonloal vertex. In view of this ambiguous situation we have deided to use the simplest
possible extension of ref. [20℄ given by eq. (1).
Unlike the pion or the ρ meson the photon has a dual nature being both point-like and
omposite at the same time. Therefore in order to alulate photon DAs that desribe
nonperturbative quark-antiquark strutures, one has to subtrat the perturbative part. In
order to avoid ambiguities this proedure has to be well dened. In our ase, sine we work
in the hiral limit, we subtrat the perturbative part only from these photon DAs that are
nonzero for massless quarks. These are: vetor and axial DAs whih are also UV divergent.
Therefore the subtration of the perturbative part renormalizes these DAs ensuring their
niteness. At the same time it introdues a term proportional to ln(−P 2) that develops
imaginary part for positive virtualities. This is the reetion of the fat that the photon
an deay into free massless quarks in the hirally even hannels. Throughout this paper we
plot DAs both for negative and positive photon virtualities, in the latter ase we take just
the real part if the imaginary part exists. We also display momentum dependene of the
pertinent deay onstants that are haraterized by dimensionless funtions FT,V,A(P
2) for
brevity referred to as form fators.
Finally let us make a tehnial remark onerning loop integrals over d4k with k+ = uP+
omponent xed by the δ funtion. Suh integrals, depending on the tensor struture may
ontain "singular" piees proportional to δ(u) and δ(u− 1) or even the derivatives of the δ
funtions. This is the ase for higher twist photon DAs only. We disuss this in more detail
in set. IV, here we just want to point out that higher twist DAs are in fat distributions
rather than ordinary funtions. Quite importantly, the δ funtion ontribution is always
aompanied by a regular piee that together with the δ piee integrates to zero for any P 2.
This allows to dene a properly normalized regular part and a singular part of DA of zero
norm.
In the next setion we introdue kinematial variables and dene photon distribution am-
plitudes. In set. III we desribe the main features of our model speifying the ansatz for the
momentum dependene of the onstituent quark mass. We x model parameters requiring
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that the experimental value of the pion deay onstant Fπ = 93 MeV is reprodued. To this
end we use model formula given in eq. (18). Next, in set. IV, we desribe tehniques used to
alulate loop integrals with momentum dependent onstituent quark mass. We pay speial
attention to Lorentz invariane and show how the end point singularities proportional to
the Dira δ funtions arise. Main results are presented in set. V. First we alulate dimen-
sional onstants entering denitions of the DAs (7)(9), namely quark ondensate, magneti
suseptibility and yet another onstant, alled f3γ . We obtain numerial results that agree
with the "experimental" values known from phenomenology. Finally in setions VA and
VB we present our main results plotting dierent DAs and disussing their properties.
Our results an be briey summarized as follows. Leading twist amplitudes are rather
insensitive to model parameters, whereas higher twist amplitudes exhibit muh stronger
dependene, moreover some of them ontain δ funtions. We also show the inuene of the
nonloal part of the photon vertex (1) on the shape of photon DAs. For some DAs it is rather
unimportant, for the other ones it is absolutely ruial. More disussion and omparison
with other models is given in set. VI. Tehnial details are olleted in appendies.
II. DEFINITIONS AND KINEMATICS
Photon distribution amplitudes are dened through matrix elements of the nonloal
quark-antiquark billinears between vauum and one photon state. Quark operators are
assumed to be on the light one separated by the distane 2λ. In the following we use the
light-one oordinates dened by two light like vetors nµ and n˜µ suh that nµ = (1, 0, 0,−1)
and n˜µ = (1, 0, 0, 1). In this basis any four-vetor vµ an be deomposed into v+ and v−
omponents
vµ = v+
n˜µ
2
+ v−
nµ
2
+ vµ⊥. (2)
Salar produt an be written as
u · v =
1
2
u+v− +
1
2
u−v+ − ~u⊥ · ~v⊥. (3)
We shall work in the system where the photon momentum is expressed as
P µ = P+
n˜µ
2
+
P 2
P+
nµ
2
. (4)
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Deomposition of the polarization vetor reads
εµ = ε+
n˜µ
2
+ ε−
nµ
2
+ εµ⊥, where ε
µ
⊥ε⊥µ = −~ε⊥ · ~ε⊥ = −1. (5)
Sine P · ε = 0 we have the relation
ε− = −
P 2
(P+)2
ε+. (6)
For real photon we obviously have ε+ = ε · n = 0 and onsequently ε− = 0 as well.
Depending on dierent tensor nature of the biloal operators, we an dene tensor
〈
0
∣∣ψ (λn) σαβψ (−λn)∣∣ γ (P, ε)〉 = ie
2
〈
ψ¯ψ
〉
FT
(
P 2
)
{(
εα⊥n˜
β − εβ⊥n˜
α
)
P+χm
 1
0
du eiξλP
+
φT
(
u, P 2
)
1
P+
(
n˜αnβ − n˜βnα
)
ε+
 1
0
du eiξλP
+
ψT
(
u, P 2
)
1
P+
(
εα⊥n
β − εβ⊥n
α
)  1
0
du eiξλP
+
hT
(
u, P 2
)}
(7)
vetor
〈
0
∣∣ψ (λn) γµψ (−λn)∣∣ γ (P, ε)〉 = ef3γFV (P 2){
1
2
n˜µε+
 1
0
du eiξλP
+
φV
(
u, P 2
)
+ εµ⊥
 1
0
du eiξλP
+
ψV
(
u, P 2
)
−
1
2
P 2
(P+)2
nµε+
 1
0
du eiξλP
+
hV
(
u, P 2
)}
(8)
and axial vetor
〈
0
∣∣ψ (λn) γµγ5ψ (−λn)∣∣ γ (P, ε)〉 = 1
2
ef3γFA
(
P 2
)
ǫµναβε
ν
⊥n˜
αnβP+λ
 1
0
du eiξλP
+
ψA
(
u, P 2
)
(9)
distribution amplitudes. For ompatness we used notation ξ = 2u−1 where u is longitudinal
fration of the quark momentum and dropped Wilson lines [−λn, λn] that ensure gauge
invariane of the nonloal operators. In the light-one gauge A·n = 0 and hene [−λn, λn] =
1. Moreover, sine we use an eetive model where gluoni elds are integrated out, Wilson
lines orresponding to gluon elds never appear.
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Our denitions follow losely those of refs. [1℄ and [18℄, however we need only one
P 2−dependent dimensionless form fator for eah tensor struture: FT (P 2), FV (P 2) and
FA (P
2) where subsripts T, V and A stay for vetor, tensor and axial vetor, respetively.
Constant χm is the magneti suseptibility of the quark ondensate
〈
ψ¯ψ
〉
, and f3γ orre-
sponds to the axial mixed quark-gluon ondensate. They provide natural mass sales for
distribution amplitudes. Analytial expressions for
〈
ψ¯ψ
〉
, χm and f3γ , and for the form
fators an be retrieved from the matrix elements of loal operators:
〈
0
∣∣ψ (0) σαβψ (0)∣∣ γ (P, ε)〉 = ie 〈ψ¯ψ〉χmFT (P 2) (εαP β − εβP α) , (10)〈
0
∣∣ψ (0) γµψ (0)∣∣ γ (P, ε)〉 = ef3γFV (P 2) εµ, (11)
d
dλ
〈
0
∣∣ψ (−λn) γµγ5ψ (λn)∣∣ γ (P, ε)〉
∣∣∣∣
λ=0
= ef3γFA
(
P 2
)
ǫµναβε
νP αnβ . (12)
Equations (7)-(9) dene photon distribution amplitudes that an be lassied aording
to the kinematial light-one twist. We have distributions of twist-2: φT , φV , of twist-3:
ψT , ψV , ψA and of twist-4: hT , hV . This an be easily seen by inspeting eqs. (7)-(9), sine
the twist ounting atually redues to ounting the powers of P+. Notie that in the ase
of axial distribution the power of P+ equals 1, what would orrespond to twist-2, however
additionally there is a path streth λ with inverse mass dimensionality that makes ψA to
have twist 3 rather than 2.
Constants χm,
〈
ψ¯ψ
〉
and f3γ are hosen in suh a way that the following normalization
onditions are satised
 1
0
φT
(
u, P 2
)
du = 1,
 1
0
ψT
(
u, P 2
)
du = χmP
2,
 1
0
hT
(
u, P 2
)
du = χmP
2, (13)
 1
0
φV
(
u, P 2
)
du = 1,
 1
0
ψV
(
u, P 2
)
du = 1,
 1
0
hV
(
u, P 2
)
du = 1 (14)
 1
0
ψA
(
u, P 2
)
du = 1. (15)
Note that due to the onservation of vetor urrent FV (0) = 0. On the other hand
FT (0) = 1. Normalization of the axial form fator FA(0) is arbitrary and depends on the
dimensional onstant used in denition (9).
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III. NONLOCAL CHIRAL QUARK MODEL
In order to alulate relevant matrix elements in the low energy domain we shall use
eetive ation based on the instanton vauum theory [7℄. Its main feature is momentum
dependent onstituent quark mass
M (k) = M F 2 (k) (16)
appearing due to the hiral symmetry breaking. This dependene enters not only into
propagators, but serves as a nonloal quark-meson oupling as well. For zero momentum
M (0) ≡ M is of order of 350MeV, while for k → ∞ onstituent quark mass vanishes
M (k)→ 0.
One has to remember that the semibosonized NJL model, although devised to desribe
hiral physis of Goldstone bosons, has been widely used to inorporate baryons as hiral
solitons both in loal (for review see e.g. ref. [25℄) and non-loal [26℄ ases. Generally the
results of these studies show that the soliton eases to exist for too small onstituent quark
mass M . The ritial value of M depends on the details of the given model, however it is of
the order of 300 MeV or a bit less. Typial values of M that t well the hyperon spetrum
may be as high as 420 MeV [27℄. In order to investigate dependene of photon DAs on M
we use three distint values of M : 300, 350 and 400 MeV.
Due to the momentum dependene of the quark mass, the naive vetor urrent jµ =
ψ¯γµψ violates eletromagneti Ward identities. In order to x this deieny new nonloal
terms have to be added to jµ. As already disussed in the Introdution there are several
ways of onstruting extensions that make the urrent onserved. In the present paper we
use the simplest possible generalization of the vetor urrent, [18, 20℄ replaing γµ by an
eetive vertex of (1). One an easily hek that eletromagneti Ward identities are satised
when (1) is used instead of γµ. Although eq. (1) introdues an extra pole inside Feynman
amplitudes, its residue, as we will expliitly show, is zero due to the mass dierene in the
numerator. This generalization of the vetor urrent has been widely used in the literature
also in the ontext of the photon DAs [18℄.
Expression for the form fator Finst (k) within instanton vauum model is known analyti-
ally in Eulidean spae and is highly nontrivial [7℄. Therefore, in order to perform analytial
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alulations diretly in Minkowski spae, we use the following formula [9℄
F (k) =
(
−Λ2n
k2 − Λ2n + iǫ
)n
, (17)
where Λn is uto parameter adjusted for eah n in suh a way, that the experimental value
of the pion deay onstant is reprodued. For transpareny we shall skip subsript n and
use Λ rather than Λn in the following.
Equation (17) reprodues reasonably well original shape Finst (k) when ontinued to Eu-
lidean momentum. It should be however pointed out that expression (17) does not follow
the exponential asymptotis of Finst (k) [7℄. Parameter n is introdued in order to hek
sensitivity of our results to the shape of F (k).
In order to x the model parameter Λ we use the following Eulidean expression for the
weak pion deay onstant [22℄:
F 2π =
Nc
4π2
 ∞
0
dk2E k
2
E
M2 (k2E)− k
2
EM (k
2
E)M
′ (k2E) + k
4
EM
′ (k2E)
2
(k2E +M
2 (k2E))
2 (18)
where M ′(k2E) = dM(k
2
E)/dk
2
E. Notie that this formula diers from the Pagels-Stokar
formula of ref. [28℄. It has been also obtained in ref. [10℄ from the PCAC relation
in Minkowski spae. Using experimental value Fπ = 93MeV and (17) we obtain uto
parameters listed in Table I for several hoies of the onstituent quark mass M and n.
Analytial expression obtained within the present model is given in appendix B. We remark
at this point that the uto parameter Λ should not be onfused with a typial sale of the
model, whih for the instanton model is about 600MeV.
IV. LOOP INTEGRALS WITH MOMENTUM DEPENDENT MASS
In this setion we present a brief sketh of our alulations underlying the most important
steps. Further tehnialities are relegated to appendies. In order to alulate the DA of
interest  denoted generially as f(u)  we have to invert formulae (7)(9) by ontrating
them with appropriate 4-vetors and by performing Fourier transform in λ. This results in
the following formulae
f(u) =
−ieq4P+Nc
C

dDk
(2π)D
TΓ(k, k − P ) δ(k
+ − uP+) (19)
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M = 300MeV
n = 1 Λ = 1016MeV
n = 5 Λ = 2385MeV
M = 350MeV
n = 1 Λ = 836MeV
n = 5 Λ = 1970MeV
M = 400MeV
n = 1 Λ = 721MeV
n = 5 Λ = 1704MeV
Table I: Numerial values of the model parameters obtained using Birse-Bowler formula for pion
deay onstant Fπ.
where C is the onstant obtained by the ontration, Γ is the ontrated tensor struture
dening given amplitude and
TΓ(k, q) =
1
4
Tr
{
Γ
1
6 k −Mk + iǫ
εµγ˜
µ (k, k − P )
1
( 6 k− 6 P )−Mk−P + iǫ
}
(20)
stands for the Dira trae. Note that in the ase of axial DA, beause of λ standing in the
l.h.s. of (9)
f(u) =
1
2
(ψ′A(u) + ψA(0)δ(u)− ψAδ(u− 1)) . (21)
Sine some of the integrals an be UV divergent we shall work in D = 4− 2ǫ dimensions.
Previous alulations using present nonloal model were done by integration in the light-
one oordinates, with speial are onerning the integration ontour to ensure analyt-
iity in Λn. Here we present another method of performing suh integrals based on the
α-representation for the propagators. It is espeially useful in the ase of integrals appear-
ing in higher twist distributions, beause of the end point delta-type singularities, whih are
umbersome to treat by integration in the light-one oordinates.
The above ompliation an be well illustrated by onsidering a loop integral of the type
(19) for the numerator involving kµ. If not for the δ funtion it would have been proportional
to P µ, but beause k+ − uP+ = n · k − u n · P we have

dDk
(2π)D
kµN
(k2 −M2k + iǫ)
(
(k − P )2 −M2k−P + iǫ
)δ(k+ − uP+) = A(u)P µ +B(u)nµ (22)
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whereN is some salar funtion involving n, ε and P . There is an obvious ondition following
from Lorentz invariane
1

0
duB(u) = 0. (23)
However, as mentioned above and as shown expliitly in appendix C funtion B(u) ontains
both regular piee and the piee with delta funtions: δ(u) and δ(u − 1). Only the sum of
both ontributions integrates over du to zero. Note that this anelation ours for any P 2.
Sine n · n = 0 and ε⊥ · n = 0, the delta funtions ontribute only to the integrals of the k−
omponent. The integrals with tensor struture kµkν are even more ompliated, sine they
involve derivatives of δ funtions.
As it was already disussed in ref. [9℄ momentum mass dependene given by (17) intro-
dues a set of poles, whose positions depend on parameter Λ. To this end it is onvenient
to introdue dimensionless saled variables
κ = k/Λn, p = P/Λn, r = M/Λn (24)
and to dene
z1 = (κ− p)
2 − 1 + iǫ, z2 = κ
2 − 1 + iǫ. (25)
Then the loop integral involving two propagators, like the one in. eq. (22), is transformed
into
I = ΛD−5

dDκ
(2π)D
δ
(
κ · n− up+
) z4n1 z4n2 N
G (z1)G (z2)
, (26)
where the numerator N (z1, z2, κ · n, κ · n˜, κ · ε⊥) depends on the DA onsidered. Here
G (zi) = z
4n+1
i + z
4n
i − r
2 =
4n+1∏
j=1
(zi − ηj) (27)
orresponds to the propagator with momentum dependent mass (for n = 0 it redues to
the ordinary propagator in saled variables) where the omplex numbers ηj are roots of
polynomial G to be obtained numerially.
Next we deompose the inverse produt of G (z1)G (z2) into a sum of simple poles
zM1 z
N
2
G (z1)G (z2)
=
4n+1∑
i,j=1
fifj
ηMi η
N
j
(z1 − ηi)(z2 − ηj)
forM,N ≤ 4n (28)
with
fi =
4n+1∏
k=1, k 6=i
1
ηi − ηk
. (29)
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In this way integral (26) is redued to the sum of ontributions involving two propagators
only. It is onvenient to use the α-representation (exponential Shwinger representation) for
the produt of propagators sine also the δ funtion in (26) an be written as an exponent.
Further alulations are rather standard and are summarized in appendix C. As a result
we obtain analytial expressions given as sums over roots ηi. Certain simpliations our
when we use the following identity (whih is true for any set of omplex numbers {ηi} not
only for the solutions of G(ηi) = 0):
4n+1∑
i=1
fiη
N
i =


0 N < 4n,
1 N = 4n.
(30)
The proof of (30) and other useful identities an be found in appendix A.
Some of the loop diagrams disussed above are UV divergent and require renormalization.
This results in the subtration of the perturbative part whih is uninteresting from the point
of view of the hadroni omponent of the photon. To illustrate this problem onsider loop
integral (26) with N = 1. Performing dDκ integration gives
J =
i
16π2P+
(
4πe−γ
Λ2
)ǫ
1
ǫ
4n+1∑
i,j=1
fiη
4n
i fjη
4n
j
[
1− u¯ηi + uηj + uu¯ p
2
]−ǫ
=
i
16π2P+
(
4πe−γ
Λ2
)ǫ 4n+1∑
i,j=1
fiη
4n
i fjη
4n
j
(
1
ǫ
− ln
[
1− u¯ηi + uηj + uu¯ p
2
])
(31)
with u¯ = u−1. Beause of (30) the oeient of the 1/ǫ pole is equal to 1. For N involving
negative powers of ηi (like N = Mk for example) the oeient of the pole is 0 and no
subtration is needed. For onstant mass (n = 0) G(z) = z + 1 − r2 and for zero mass
(urrent masses are zero in the hiral limit) there is only one solution of G(z) = 0, namely
η1 = −1. Hene the perturbative part of the loop integral (26) reads
J
pert
=
i
16π2P+
(
4πe−γ
Λ2
)ǫ(
1
ǫ
− ln
[
uu¯ p2
])
. (32)
This result an be of ourse obtained by standard tehniques for M = 0. Renormalization
in the MS sheme proeeds by subtrating the pole only. Here we subtrat full perturbative
ontribution and go bak to D = 4 (ǫ = 0) dimensions whih gives
J
sub
= −
i
16π2P+
4n+1∑
i,j=1
fiη
4n
i fjη
4n
j ln
[
1− u¯ηi + uηj + uu¯ p2
uu¯ p2
]
(33)
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where we have used again (30). Note that subtration ours only for terms whih do not
involve Mk or Mk−P , and these terms are always UV divergent. In other words in the hiral
limit all perturbative photon DA are either UV divergent or identially zero.
V. PHOTON DAS IN NONLOCAL MODEL
Before we proeed with photon DAs and systematially present our results we have to
x numerial onstants appearing in the denitions (7)(9). We have already introdued
the expression for pion deay onstant (18) whih is used to x model parameters. Next
we onsider the quark ondensate given as the trae of the quark propagator whih reads in
Eulidean metri 〈
ψ¯ψ
〉
= −
Nc
4π2

dk2
E
k2
E
M (k2
E
)
k2
E
+M2 (k2
E
)
, (34)
whih in our model turns out to be simply
〈
ψ¯ψ
〉
= −
NcMΛ
2
4π2
4n+1∑
i=1
fiη
2n
i (1 + ηi) ln (1 + ηi) . (35)
Numerial values obtained from this formula oinide with those of ref. [9℄ if we use model
parameters orresponding to Fπ obtained from the Pagels-Stokar formula [28℄.
The formula for magneti suseptibility χm in the nonloal model used in ref. [18℄ :
χm =
Nc
4π2
〈
ψ¯ψ
〉  dk2
E
k2
E
(M (k2
E
)− k2
E
M ′ (k2
E
))
(k2
E
+M2 (k2
E
))
2 (36)
(with M ′(k2E) = dM(kE)/dk
2
E) redues in our ase to
χm =
NcM
4π2 〈q¯q〉
4n+1∑
i,j=1
fifjη
4n
i (1 + ηj)
[
η2nj + 2n (1 + ηj) η
2n−1
j
]
(37)
{
εij
ηi − ηj
(log (1 + ηi)− log (1 + ηj)) +
δij
1 + ηi
}
where ǫij is 0 for i = j and 1 otherwise, while δij is Kroneker delta. Numerial values of〈
ψ¯ψ
〉
and χm for the present set of model parameters are listed in Table II. Note that in fat
we do not have to use (37) to alulate χm sine it an be retrieved from the normalization
ondition of φT (u). Numerial values of χm obtained both in ways agree proving onsisteny
of our alulations and denitions (7).
To alulate f3γ we have used Eulidean formula from ref. [18℄:
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M = 300MeV
n = 1
〈
ψ¯ψ
〉
= − (277MeV)3 χm = 2.30GeV
−2
n = 5
〈
ψ¯ψ
〉
= − (230MeV)3 χm = 3.75GeV
−2
M = 350MeV
n = 1
〈
ψ¯ψ
〉
= − (253MeV)3 χm = 2.85GeV
−2
n = 5
〈
ψ¯ψ
〉
= − (208MeV)3 χm = 4.71GeV
−2
M = 400MeV
n = 1
〈
ψ¯ψ
〉
= − (236MeV)3 χm = 3.34GeV
−2
n = 5
〈
ψ¯ψ
〉
= − (192MeV)3 χm = 5.58GeV
−2
Table II: Numerial values of the quark ondensate
〈
ψ¯ψ
〉
obtained using model parameters from
Tab.I and magneti suseptibility χm used in the alulations.
M = 300MeV
n = 1 f3γ = −0.0095GeV
2
n = 5 f3γ = −0.0093GeV
2
M = 350MeV
n = 1 f3γ = −0.0095GeV
2
n = 5 f3γ = −0.0092GeV
2
M = 400MeV
n = 1 f3γ = −0.0094GeV
2
n = 5 f3γ = −0.0091GeV
2
Table III: Numerial values of f3γ obtained using model parameters from Tab.I.
f3γ = −
Nc
4π2

dk2
E
M2 (k2
E
)
k2
E
+M2 (k2
E
)
, (38)
whih in our model transforms into
f3γ =
NcM
2
4π2
4n+1∑
i=1
fi ln (1 + ηi) . (39)
Numerial values of f3γ are listed in Table III.
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Phenomenologial values of
〈
ψ¯ψ
〉
, χm and f3γ are well known only for the quark on-
densate: approximately −(250 MeV)3 [29℄ at low momentum sale. This value is still used
in more reent phenomenologial appliations [1℄. Magneti suseptibility is still a subjet
of large phenomenologial unertainties. Dierent estimates are niely summarized in ref.
[30℄ where it is shown that χm ≃ 2.5÷5.5 GeV−2 with some preferene to the values around
4.3 GeV
−2
. Finally the value of f3γ obtained in dierent low energy models, as disussed
in ref. [18℄, is negative and of the order of −0.004 GeV2. Our values are here fator of 2
smaller (∼ 0.0094 GeV2), however they are almost insensitive to atual model parameters.
On the other hand magneti suseptibility is quite sensitive to M and n (see eqs. (16) and
(17)) remaining, however, within the range of aeptable phenomenologial values disussed
in ref. [30℄. Similarly
〈
ψ¯ψ
〉
varies with M and n, however, for the preferred value of the
onstituent quark mass M = 350 MeV it is quite lose to the phenomenologial estimates.
From this point of view our model satisfatorily desribes low energy observables relevant
for photon DAs.
A. Leading twist distributions
1. Tensor photon DA
Tensor twist-2 amplitude has been already disussed in refs. [17℄ and also [9℄ in a model
with the loal vertex only. Here we extend disussion to o-shell photons and alulate the
orretion appearing due to the modied vertex (1). In the ase of leading twist tensor DA
we obtain the following expression using loal urrent:
φ
(0)
T
(
u, P 2
)
=
i4NcP
+〈
ψ¯ψ
〉
χmFT (P 2)

dDk
(2π)D
δ (k · n− u n · P )
u¯Mk − uMk−P
(k2 −M2k + iǫ) ((k − P )
2 −M2k−P + iǫ)
, (40)
where u¯ = u−1. Notie, that speial hoie of the ontour desribed in [9℄ allows for passing
to Eulidean spae. Therefore we an use Shwinger representation for salar propagators
and proeed in the spirit of [18℄. The result reads:
φ
(0)
T
(
u, P 2
)
=
−NcM
4π2
〈
ψ¯ψ
〉
χmFT (P 2)
4n+1∑
i,j=1
fifj
(
u¯η2ni η
4n
j − uη
4n
i η
2n
j
)
ln
(
1 + uu¯p2 − u¯ηi + uηj
)
.
(41)
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for 0 ≤ u ≤ 1.
Now let us onsider the part oming from the nonloal part of the vertex (1). It is given
by the integral
φ
(1)
T
(
u, P 2
)
=
−i8Nc P
+〈
ψ¯ψ
〉
χmFT (P 2)

dDk
(2π)D
δ (k · n− u n · P ) (42)
(Mk − Mk−P ) (ε⊥ · k⊥)
2
(k2 −M2k + iǫ) ((k − P )
2 −M2k−P + iǫ) (2k · P − P
2 + iµ)
,
Notie that there appears additional denominator 2k · P − P 2 + iµ, where +iµ presription
introdued at this stage is ompletely arbitrary. However, as already explained in set. III
the residue of this pole is zero so that it does not ontribute to the amplitude irrespetively
of the sign of µ. Therefore in the following we shall always omit ontribution of this spurious
pole. After performing the integration as desribed in appendix C we nally obtain
φ
(1)
T
(
u, P 2
)
=
MNc
4π2
〈
ψ¯ψ
〉
χmFT (P 2)
4n+1∑
i,j
fifj
η2ni η
2n
j
(
η2ni − η
2n
j
)
ηi − ηj
(43)
(
1 + uu¯p2 − u¯ηi + uηj
)
ln
(
1 + uu¯p2 − u¯ηi + uηj
)
for 0 ≤ u ≤ 1. The full twist-2 tensor photon DA is given by
φT = φ
(0)
T + φ
(1)
T . (44)
We plot this funtion in g. 1 for several values of photon virtuality and onstituent quark
mass. Notie that the nonloal part of the quark-photon vertex is small and the full ampli-
tude is almost equal to the loal one. The resulting DA is almost at for real photons and
does not vanish at the end points.
Tensor form fator is shown in g. VA1. It an be in priniple alulated by analytial
integration, whih has to be performed arefully beause of the omplex numbers under
logarithms.
2. Vetor photon DA
Calulation of vetor twist-2 amplitude proeeds in a similar way. After performing the
traes we get
ψV (u) =
−i4P+Nc
f3γFV (P 2)ε+

dDk
(2π)D
(
T
(0)
V + T
(1)
V
)
δ (k · n− u n · P )
(k2 −M2k + iǫ)((k − P )
2 −M2k−P + iǫ)
. (45)
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a) b)
P2 0.3 GeV2
P2 -0.3 GeV2
P2 0
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
u
0.5
1.0
1.5
ΦTHuL M = 350 MeV, n = 1
M 300 MeV
M 350 MeV
M 400 MeV
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
u
0.9
1.0
1.1
1.2
ΦTHuL
P2 = 0, n = 1
) d)
n 5
n 1
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
u
0.90
0.95
1.00
1.05
1.10
ΦTHuL M = 350 MeV, P2 = 0
ΦT
H1L
ΦT
H0L
ΦT
H0L
+ ΦT
H1L
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
u
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
1.2
1.4
ΦT HuL M = 350 MeV
n = 1, P2 = 0
Figure 1: Leading twist tensor photon DA for: a) dierent photon virtualities and xed M =
350 MeV and n = 1, b) dierent M and xed n = 1 and P 2 = 0, ) dierent n and xed
M = 350 MeV and P 2 = 0, d) deomposition into ontributions orresponding to loal (dashed)
and non-loal (dotted) parts of the vetor vertex for M = 350 MeV, n = 1 and P 2 = 0.
a) b)
M 400 MeV
M 350 MeV
M 300 MeV
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0
-P2AGeV2E
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
FTIP2M n = 1
n 5
n 1
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0
-P2AGeV2E
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
FTIP2M M = 350 MeV
Figure 2: Tensor form fator for: a) xed n = 1 and dierent M , b) xed M = 350 MeV and two
dierent n = 1, 5.
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where T
(0)
V and T
(1)
V stand for traes orresponding to loal and nonloal parts of the photon
vertex respetively:
T
(0)
V = ε
+(MkMk−P + ~k
2
⊥ − P
2uu¯)− (~ε⊥ · ~k⊥)P
+(u¯+ u),
T
(1)
V = −
(Mk −Mk−P ) (u¯Mk + uMk−P )
k− + u¯ P
2
P+
[
ε+
(
k− − u
P 2
P+
)
− 2 (~ε⊥ · ~k⊥)
]
. (46)
Note that single powers of (~ε⊥ · ~k⊥) integrate to zero.
In the ase of twist 2 vetor DA we have to subtrat the perturbative piee orresponding
to M (k) = 0. Then, the ontribution to the vetor photon DA oming from the loal part
of the vertex onsists of two parts
φ
(0,a)
V
(
u, P 2
)
=
Nc
4π2f3γFV (P 2)
4n+1∑
i,j=1
fifj
(
Λ2η4ni η
4n
j (u¯ηi − uηj − 1) +M
2η2ni η
2n
j
)
ln
(
1 + uu¯p2 − u¯ηi + uηj
)
. (47)
and
φ
(0,b)
V
(
u, P 2
)
=
Nc
4π2f3γFV (P 2)
(
−2uu¯P 2
) 4n+1∑
i,j=1
fifjη
4n
i η
4n
j ln
(
1 + uu¯p2 − u¯ηi + uηj
uu¯p2
)
. (48)
The addition oming from the nonloal part of the urrent an be onveniently split into a
sum of two ontributions
φ
(1,a)
V (u) =
−Nc
4π2f3γFV (P 2)
M2
4n+1∑
i,j=1
fifj
(
η2nj − η
2n
i
) (
u¯η2nj + uη
2n
i
)
ln
(
1 + uu¯p2 − u¯ηi + uηj
)
, (49)
φ
(1,b)
V (u) =
Nc
4π2f3γFV (P 2)
(1− 2u)
M2P 2
Λ2
4n+1∑
i,j=1
fifj
(
η2ni − η
2n
j
) (
u¯η2nj + uη
2n
i
)
(ηi − ηj)
ln
(
1 + uu¯p2 − u¯ηi + uηj
)
. (50)
Notie that subtration onerns only φ
(0,b)
V part sine φ
(1)
V is always proportional to mass.
In the tensor ase the only eet due to the loal vertex is a small hange in the shape of
the distribution. The situation is dierent for vetor DA. When we use loal urrent only,
the vetor distribution alternates in sign (reall that leading twist DAs have probabilisti
interpretation). Only when we inlude the nonloal part of the vertex, ontributions φ
(0,a)
V
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a) b)
P2 -0.3 GeV2
P2 0
ReHΦVL, P2 0.3 GeV2
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
u
1
2
3
4
ΦVHuL M = 350 MeV, n = 1
M 400 MeV
M 350 MeV
M 300 MeV
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
u
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
1.2
1.4
ΦVHuL P2 = -0.3 GeV2, n = 1
) d)
n 5
n 1
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
u
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
1.2
1.4
ΦVHuL M = 350 MeV, P2 = -0.3 GeV2
ΦV
H1,aL
ΦV
H0,aL
ΦV
H0,bL
+ΦV
H1,bL
= ΦV
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
u
-4
-2
2
4
ΦVHuL M = 350 MeV, n = 1, P2 = -0.3 GeV2
Figure 3: Leading twist vetor photon DA for: a) dierent photon virtualities and xed M =
350 MeV and n = 1, b) dierent M and xed n = 1 and P 2 = −0.3 GeV2, ) dierent n and xed
M = 350 MeV and P 2 = −0.3 GeV2, d) deomposition into dierent ontributions, as desribed in
the main text; notie the exat anelation of φ
(0,a)
V and φ
(1,a)
V following from the gauge invariane.
For positive P 2 we show only real part of DA.
and φ
(1,a)
V anel exatly for any P
2
. This is expliitly shown in g.3.d. As a onsequene
φV is eetively the sum of φ
(0,b)
V and φ
(1,b)
V . We plot this funtion in g. 3 for dierent sets
of model parameters.
Furthermore, sine both φ
(0,b)
V and φ
(1,b)
V are expliitly proportional to P
2
, normalization
onditions (14) require that FV (0) = 0 as it should be in aordane with the onservation
of the vetor urrent. This ondition would be violated if not for the nonloal part of the
photon vertex.
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a) b)
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M 300 MeV
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0
-P2AGeV2E
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0.20
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FVIP2M n = 1
n 5
n 1
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0
-P2AGeV2E
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Figure 4: Vetor form fator for: a) xed n = 1 and dierent M , b) xed M = 350 MeV and two
dierent hoies of n = 1, 5. Notie that the form fator vanishes for zero virtuality as required by
vetor urrent onservation.
B. Higher twist distributions
For higher twist distributions we enounter an additional diulty. As shown in appendix
C it turns out that they are in fat generalized funtions. Due to k− = k · n˜ ourring in
the numerator (k+ = k · n is xed  see delta funtion in (40)), additional end point delta
funtions appear. They are ruial for Lorentz invariane of the integrals and in onsequene
for the orret normalization of the distributions. These singularities were already disussed
in ref. [18℄.
1. Tensor DAs
We start with tensor DAs. For twist 3 tensor amplitude we have
ψT (u) =
4Nc〈
ψ¯ψ
〉
FT (P 2)
P+
ε+

d4k
(2π)4
(
T
(0)
T + T
(1)
T
)
δ (k · n− uP+)
(k2 −M2k + iǫ)((k − P )
2 −M2k−P + iǫ)
(51)
where T
(0)
T and T
(1)
T stand for traes orresponding to loal and nonloal parts of the photon
vertex respetively:
T
(0)
T = −
i
2
ε+
[
P+(Mk −Mk−P )
(
k− + u¯
P 2
P+
)
− P 2(Mk +Mk−P )
]
, (52)
T
(1)
T =
i
2
P+ (Mk −Mk−P )
k− + u¯ P
2
P+
(
k− − u
P 2
P+
)[
ε+
(
k− − u
P 2
P+
)
− 2~k⊥ · ~ε⊥
]
. (53)
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Note that even powers of
~k⊥ · ~ε⊥ integrate to zero under d2~k⊥.
Lukily in the ase of ψT (u) ontributions involving k
−
anel out in the sum of (52) and
(53) and the nal result is the sum of two piees
ψ
(a)
T (u) =
NcM
8π2
〈
ψ¯ψ
〉
χmFT (P 2)
(
χmP
2
)
(54)
4n+1∑
i,j=1
fifjη
2n
i η
2n
j
[
(η2nj + η
2n
i ) + 2 (1− 2u)
(
η2nj − η
2n
i
)]
ln
(
1 + uu¯p2 − u¯ηi + uηj
)
and
ψ
(b)
T (u) =
−NcM
8π2
〈
ψ¯ψ
〉
χmFT (P 2)
(
χmP
2
) P 2
Λ2
(1− 2u)2
4n+1∑
i,j=1
fifjη
2n
i η
2n
j
η2nj − η
2n
i
ηj − ηi
ln
(
1 + uu¯p2 − u¯ηi + uηj
)
. (55)
Note that ψT is proportional to the same normalization onstant as φT times (χmP
2) whih
means that it deouples for real photons.
In the ase of twist 4 tensor amplitude the δ funtion ontributions do not anel out.
Performing Dira traes we have
hT (u) =
4NcP
+2〈
ψ¯ψ
〉
FT (P 2)

d4k
(2π)4
(
R
(0)
T +R
(1)
T
)
δ (k · n− u n · P )
(k2 −M2k + iǫ)((k − P )
2 −M2k−P + iǫ)
(56)
where again the ontributions of loal and nonloal parts of the vetor urrent have been
singled out:
R
(0)
T = −i
P 2
P+2
ε+(Mk −Mk−P )
(
~ε⊥ · ~k⊥
)
− i
[
(Mk −Mk−P )k
− −Mk
P 2
P+
]
, (57)
R
(1)
T = −i
P 2
P+2
Mk −Mk−P
k− + u¯ P
2
P+
(
~ε⊥ · ~k⊥
)[
ε+
(
k− − u
P 2
P+
)
− 2
(
~ε⊥ · ~k⊥
)]
(58)
Note that signiant simpliations our sine single power of
~k⊥ · ~ε integrates to zero.
Following the steps desribed in appendix C we nally arrive at the nal formula for hT (u).
It is onvenient to split it into 4 dierent piees  regular loal vertex ontribution:
h
(0,a)
T (u) =
NcM
4π2
〈
ψ¯ψ
〉
χm FT (P 2)
χmP
2
4n+1∑
i,j=1
fi fjη
2n
i η
2n
j
(
uη2ni − u¯η
2n
j
)
ln
(
1 + uu¯p2 − u¯ηi + uηj
)
, (59)
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seond loal vertex ontribution:
h
(0,b)
T (u) =
−NcM
4π2
〈
ψ¯ψ
〉
χm FT (P 2)
χmΛ
2
4n+1∑
i,j=1
fi fj η
2n
i η
2n
j
(
η2nj − η
2n
i
) (
(ηi − ηj) + (1− 2u)p
2
)
ln
(
1 + uu¯p2 − u¯ηi + uηj
)
(60)
that integrates to zero with δ-funtion ontribution
h
(0,delta)
T (u) =
NcM
4π2
〈
ψ¯ψ
〉
χm FT (P 2)
χmΛ
2
4n+1∑
i,j=1
fi fj η
2n
i η
2n
j
(
η2ni − η
2n
j
)
[
(1 + ηj) ln (1 + ηj) δ(u− 1) − (1 + ηi) ln (1 + ηi) δ(u)
]
(61)
and hene does not ontribute to the normalization, and the ontribution orresponding to
the nonloal part of the photon vertex:
h
(1)
T (u) =
NcM
4π2
〈
ψ¯ψ
〉
χmFT (P 2)
χmP
2
4n+1∑
i,j=1
fifjη
2n
i η
2n
j
(
1 + uu¯p2 − u¯ηi + uηj
)
η2ni − η
2n
j
ηi − ηj
ln
(
1 + uu¯p2 − u¯ηi + uηj
)
. (62)
The delta ontribution h
(0,delta)
T an be rewritten using the expression (39) for f3γ and the
identities given in Appendix A:
h
(0,delta)
T (u) =
−1
FT (P 2)
[δ(u− 1) + δ(u)] (63)
Note that the fat that the sum of (60) and (61) integrates over du to zero is a onsequene
of Lorentz invariane disussed in set. IV (see eq. (23)). Therefore only h
(0,a)
T and h
(1)
T (u)
ontribute to the normalization ondition (13) given by (χmP
2). If not for the δ-term h
(0,b)
T
would also ontribute to the norm spoiling the normalization ondition.
Full results (with nonloal urrent) for twist 3 ψT and twist 4 hT tensor distributions are
show in gs. 5 and 6 respetively.
2. Vetor DAs
In the ase of higher twist vetor DAs, ψV and hV , alulations are basially the same,
with the restrition that we have to perform subtrations similarly to the twist 2 ase. For
twist 3 amplitude we obtain:
ψV (u) =
i4NcP
+
f3γFV (P 2)

d4k
(2π)4
(
T
(0)
V + T
(1)
V
)
δ (k · n− u n · P )
(k2 −M2k )((k − P )
2 −M2k−P )
(64)
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Figure 5: Tensor twist 3 photon DA for: a) dierent photon virtualities and xedM = 350MeV and
n = 1 (for P 2 = 0 it is identially zero), b) dierent n and P 2 for xed M = 350 MeV, ) dierent
M and xed n = 1 and P 2 = −0.3 GeV2, d) deomposition into ontributions orresponding to
loal (dashed) and non-loal (dotted) parts of the vetor vertex.
with
T
(0)
V =
[
2(~ε⊥ · ~k⊥)
2 − ~k 2⊥
]
− ε+(~ε⊥ · ~k⊥)
(
k− − u
P 2
P+
)
−
1
2
(1− 2u)P+k− −
1
2
uP 2 −MkMk−P . (65)
In fat after integrating over the transverse angle the terms in the rst line vanish. Next
T
(1)
V =
(~ε⊥ · ~k⊥)
P+
(
M2k −M
2
k−P
)
k− + u¯ P
2
P+
[
ε+
(
k− − u
P 2
P+
)
− 2(~k⊥ · ~ε⊥)
]
. (66)
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Figure 6: Tensor twist 4 photon DA (without end point delta funtions) for: a) dierent photon
virtualities and xed M = 350 MeV and n = 1, b) various M and xed n = 1 and P 2 = 0, )
two hoies of n = 1, 5 and xed M = 350 MeV and P 2 = 0, d) deomposition into ontributions
orresponding to loal (dashed) and non-loal (dotted) parts of the vetor vertex.
Again only quadrati term (~ε⊥ · ~k⊥)2 survives integration over the transverse angle. The
result an be split into a regular part oming from the loal part of the vertex:
ψ
(0, reg)
V (u) =
Nc
8π2f3γFV (P 2)
4n+1∑
i,j=1
fi fj η
2n
i η
2n
j ln
(
1 + uu¯p2 − u¯ηi + uηj
uu¯p2
)
(
(1 + 2uu¯) η2ni η
2n
j P
2 + 2M2 + (1− 2u)(ηi − ηj)η
2n
i η
2n
j Λ
2
)
, (67)
the part with delta funtions also oming from the loal part of the vertex:
ψ
(0, delta)
V (u) =
−Nc
8π2f3γFV (P 2)
Λ2
4n+1∑
i=1
fi η
4n
i (1 + ηi) ln (1 + ηi)
[
δ(u− 1) + δ(u)
]
(68)
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and the nonloal part:
ψ
(1)
V (u) =
Nc
8π2f3γFV (P 2)
2M2
4n+1∑
i,j=1
fifj(η
2n
j + η
2n
i )
(
1− ηiu¯+ ηju+ uu¯r
2
)
η2ni − η
2n
j
ηi − ηj
ln
(
1 + uu¯p2 − u¯ηi + uηj
)
(69)
The part with delta funtions an be rewritten as
ψ
(0, delta)
V (u) =
−1
2FV (P 2)
[δ(u− 1) + δ(u)] , (70)
where we used (39) and the identity Λ2η4ni (1 + ηi) = M
2
following from equation (27) for
zeros of G(z).
Next we alulate twist 4 vetor distribution amplitude hV (u):
hV (u) =
i4NcP
+
f3γFV (P 2)
(P+)
2P 2

d4k
(2π)4
(
R
(0)
V +R
(1)
V
)
δ (k · n− u n · P )
(k2 −M2k )((k − P )
2 −M2k−P )
(71)
where the traes read
R
(0)
V =
(
k−
)2
−
P 2
P+
k− −
P 2
(P+)2
k2T −MkMk−P (72)
R
(1)
V =
k− − P
2
P+
u
k− + u¯ P
2
P+
[
k−
(
M2k −M
2
k−P
)
−Mk (Mk −Mk−P )
]
(73)
The only additional ompliation is due to the seond derivative of delta funtion  the
details an be found appendix C eqs.(C20)(C22). Results for the loal part read:
h
(0, reg)
V (u) =
−Nc
8π2f3γFV (P 2)
2
4n+1∑
i,j=1
fi fj η
2n
i η
2n
j ln
(
1 + uu¯p2 − u¯ηi + uηj
uu¯p2
)
(
2uu¯ η2ni η
2n
j P
2 − 2M2 + η2ni η
2n
j (2ηi − ηj + 1− 3u(ηi − ηj)) Λ
2
(74)
+
(ηi − ηj)2Λ4
P 2
)
, (75)
and
h
(0, delta)
V (u) =
−Nc
8π2f3γFV (P 2)
2 Λ2
P 2
{
− 2M2
4n+1∑
i=1
fi ln (1 + ηi)
[
(1 + ηi) [δ(u) + δ(u− 1)] + p
2δ(u)
]
+ Λ2
4n+1∑
i,j=1
fi fjη
4n
i η
4n
j
1
2
ln
(
1 + uu¯p2 − u¯ηi + uηj
uu¯p2
)(
1 + uu¯p2 − u¯ηi + uηj
)2
[δ′(u) + δ′(u− 1)]
}
, (76)
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and for the ontribution oming from the nonloal part of the photon vertex:
h
(1, reg)
V (u) =
−Nc
8π2f3γFV (P 2)
2M2 Λ2
P 2
4n+1∑
i,j=1
fi fj ln
(
1 + uu¯p2 − u¯ηi + uηj
)
η2ni − η
2n
j
ηi − ηj
(
ηi − ηj − (2u− 1)p
2
) ((
η2ni + η
2n
j
)
− p2 η2nj
)
, (77)
h
(1, delta)
V (u) =
−Nc
8π2f3γFV (P 2)
2M2 Λ2
P 2
4n+1∑
i=1
fi (1 + ηi) ln (1 + ηi) [δ(u) + δ(u− 1)] . (78)
We note that
 1
0
h
(0, delta)
V (u) du =
−Nc
8π2f3γFV (P 2)
−4M2 Λ2
P 2
4n+1∑
i=1
fi (1 + ηi) ln (1 + ηi) , (79)
thus it anels with
 1
0
h
(1, delta)
V (u) du as an be easily seen.
Our results are shown in gs. 7 and 8 for twist 3 and twist 4 respetively. The magnitude
of both distributions is growing unlimitedly when photon beomes softer (obviously distri-
butions multiplied by the vetor form fator remain nite). Notie however that for the real
photon hV deouples.
3. Axial DA
We have only one distribution in the axial vetor hannel whih is of twist 3. When
inverting the denition (9), due to presene of λ on the right hand side, we obtain the
expression for the derivative of DA rather then for DA itself
ψ˜′A (u) = ψ
′
A (u) + ψA (0) δ (u)− ψA (1) δ (u¯) (80)
= −i
8Nc
f3γ FA(P 2)

dDk
(2π)D
T
(0)
A
(k2 −M2k )((k − P )
2 −M2k−P )
δ
(
k · n− uP+
)
,
with
T
(0)
A = −
P+2
2
(
k− −
P 2
P+
u
)
− ε+P 2 (~ε⊥ · ~k⊥). (81)
In the ase of axial DA the nonloal part of the vertex does not give any ontribution. This
is simply beause the Dira trae is equal to zero. To obtain ψA (u) one has to integrate
(80) over du′ from 0 to u:
ψA (u) =
u

0
ψ˜′A (u
′) du′. (82)
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Figure 7: Vetor twist 3 photon DA for: a) dierent photon virtualities and xed M = 350 MeV
and n = 1, b) various M and xed n = 1 and P 2 = −0.05 GeV2, ) two hoies of n = 1, 5 and
xed M = 350 MeV and P 2 = −0.05 GeV2, d) deomposition into ontributions orresponding to
loal (dashed) and non-loal (dotted) parts of the vetor vertex.
Notie that the end point ontributions anel out and one might get an impression that
ψA (u) is determined up to a onstant. Fortunately we have at our disposal an independent
formula for FA(P
2) given by eq. (12) (see also eq. (D8) in appendix D) and the normalization
ondition (15) that x the value of ψA(0) = ψA(1) 6= 0 at nonzero value.
As in the ase of vetor twist 2 DA ψA(u) is UV divergent and requires subtration of
the perturbative part. The result splits into a regular part
ψ˜
(a) ′
A (u) =
Nc
4π2f3γ FA(P 2)
4n+1∑
i,j=1
fi fj η
4n
i η
4n
j
(
(ηi − ηj) Λ
2 + (1− 2u)P 2
)
(83)
ln
(
1 + uu¯p2 − u¯ηi + uηj
uu¯p2
)
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Figure 8: Vetor twist 4 photon DA for: a) dierent photon virtualities and xed M = 350 MeV
and n = 1, b) various M and xed n = 1 and P 2 = −0.05 GeV2 ) two hoies of n = 1, 5 and
xed M = 350 MeV and P 2 = −0.05 GeV2, d) deomposition into ontributions orresponding to
loal (dashed) and non-loal (dotted) parts of the vetor vertex.
and the piee involving δ funtions:
ψ˜
(a) ′
A (u) =
Nc
4π2f3γ FA(P 2)
Λ2
4n+1∑
i=1
fi η
4n
i (1 + ηi) ln (1 + ηi)
[
δ(u) − δ(u− 1)
]
. (84)
Note that η4ni (1 + ηi) = r
2
, and in virtue of (39)
ψ˜
(a) ′
A (u) =
1
FA(P 2)
[
δ(u) − δ(u− 1)
]
. (85)
The form fator FA(P
2) and ψA(u) itself is shown in g. 9. We obtain the following values
for axial form fator at zero momenta: FA (0) ≈ 0.77 for M = 350MeV, FA (0) ≈ 0.79 for
M = 300MeV and FA (0) ≈ 0.75 for M = 400MeV.
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Figure 9: Axial photon DA for: a) dierent photon virtualities and xed M = 350 MeV and n = 1,
b) various M and xed n = 1 and P 2 = 0, 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hoi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VI. SUMMARY
In this work we alulated analytially a set of photon distribution amplitudes up to
twist four in tensor, vetor and axial vetor hannels. We used nonloal hiral quark model
with momentum dependent quark mass. In order to get a orret behavior of low energy
matrix elements we modied vetor verties (making them nonloal) in suh a way that
Ward-Takahashi identities were fullled (1). Similar, although numerial alulation was
already done in ref. [18℄. They also used instanton motivated nonloal model with dressed
verties, taking into aount resattering in the ρ meson hannel. The shape of the mass
dependene on momentum was hosen as an exponent dereasing with k2. Here we use F (k)
as given by (17) and neglet resattering whih turns out to be small.
First we obtained numerial estimates for quark ondensate
〈
ψ¯ψ
〉
, magneti suseptibility
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χm and deay onstant f3γ in our model. For larger values of onstituent quark mass M or
power n our results are getting lose to the ones of ref. [18℄. Unlike
〈
ψ¯ψ
〉
and χm the value
of f3γ is rather stable as far as model parameters are onerned. Using evolution equations
(following refs. [1, 18℄) we nd that for M = 350MeV and n = 5, the sale of our model is
about µ ≈ 500MeV (this estimation was done using
〈
ψ¯ψ
〉
, χm, f3γ as given by sum rules
at 1GeV sale and evolving them bakwards down to the model values). This is in rough
agreement with the sale of the instanton liquid model whih is believed to be of the order
of 600 MeV [7℄.
Next let us disuss the properties of the distribution amplitudes obtained within the
present approah. Leading twist amplitudes are not very sensitive to the value of power n.
However it seems that higher twist DAs are rather strongly model dependent.
Comparing our results with those of ref. [18℄ we nd some similarities, but also some
disrepanies. Tensor leading twist DAs are in fat the same. For real photons they are
almost onstant with small maximum at u = 1/2 and they do not vanish at the end points.
The ontribution of the nonloal part of the vertex is rather small, it is however produing
the small maximum in the middle. For P 2 6= 0 the end points move up for negative P 2 and
down for positive P 2, whereas the middle value behaves in the opposite way.
Twist 2 vetor DA (φV ) should deouple for P
2 = 0. Here the importane of gauge
invariane shows up. We nd anelation of two ontributions to φV oming from the loal
and nonloal parts of the photon vertex whih are not proportional to P 2. The remaining
part is therefore proportional to P 2 and deouples as required by the gauge invariane. We
nd that φV vanishes at the end points and develops minimum in the middle for P
2 ≪ 0,
whereas for P 2 ≫ 0 it has a bell-like shape with a small dip in the middle. This behavior is
very dierent from the one obtained in ref. [18℄ where φV is almost at and does not vanish
at the end points. However both vetor and also tensor form fators are quite similar in
both ases.
One has to note that beause of the subtration of the perturbative part that is required
in this ase, φV develops imaginary part for positive photon virtualities, so in this ase we
only disuss the real part.
As far as higher twist DAs are onerned the situation is as follows.
Our tensor twist 3 DA (ψT ) is identially zero for P
2 = 0, beause it is simply proportional
to P 2. For P 2 < 0 it is negative and has the shape of inverted "U", similarly to the one of
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ref. [18℄ . In this ase DA is a regular funtion without δ-type singularities. Vetor twist
3 DA (ψV ) in our ase blows up at the end points; suh behavior is not seen in ref. [18℄.
However, similarly to ref. [18℄ we also obtained delta-type singularities at the edges of the
physial support. Twist 3 axial DAs (ψA) in both ases show similar behavior: they do
not vanish at the end points and have a minimum for u = 1/2. Despite the fat that for
P 2 = 0 axial vetor DAs both in our ase and in the ase of ref. [18℄ look similar, the axial
form fators behave dierently for P 2 < 0. In our ase FA(P
2) vanishes at large negative
momenta in ontrary to the one of ref. [18℄ that tends to unity in the same limit.
Regular part (without delta-type singularities) of twist 4 tensor DA (hT ) is in our ase
positive and vanishes at the end points for P 2 = 0 whereas in ref. [18℄ it is negative and
does not vanish at the end points. For spae-like photon momentum P 2 < 0 we see some
similarity in shape between our hT and −hT of ref. [18℄. Vetor twist 4 DA (hV ) is in our
ase a result of large anelation of the positive non-loal piee and the negative loal piee.
Its properties are not disussed in detail in ref. [18℄.
The only phenomenologially aessible photon distribution amplitude is the leading twist
tensor DA  φT . It is almost at and does not vanish at the end points. This behavior is
seen in our model and in other models disussed in ref. [18℄ and also in refs. [9, 17℄. Flat DA
is harateristi for the elementary point-like partile, however, it is violating fatorization
theorems of QCD that require the DAs to vanish for u = 0, 1. Formal evolution of suh
an amplitude is questionable, not only beause the Gegenbauer series is not onvergent at
the end points, but also, beause potentially large ontributions oming from the viinity of
u = 0, 1 are not summed by the ERBL evolution equations [31℄.
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Appendix A: IDENTITIES
In this appendix we summarize some of the identities used in this paper that deal with
the sums of fators fi and powers of ηi. Some of them have been already introdued in
ref. [9℄, but the general proofs have not been given. For deniteness let us reall that ηi,
i = 1, . . . , 4n + 1 are the solutions of the algebrai equation G (z) = z4n+1 + z4n − r2 = 0.
We denote
fi =
∏
j 6=i
(ηi − ηj)
−1 .
For any set of 4n+ 1 omplex numbers ηi (not neessarily satisfying G (z) = 0) we have
4n+1∑
i=1
fiη
N
i =


1 forN = 4n,
0 forN < 4n.
(A1)
To prove (A1) let's dene the following funtion
f (z) =
zM∏4n+1
i=1 (z − ηi)
, (A2)
where M ≤ 4n and integrate it over a irle with innite radius. On one hand we an use
residue tehnique to get the sum entering (A1), on the other hand, diret integration over
the large irle gives right hand side of (A1).
If, in addition, ηi satises G (ηi) = 0 then
4n+1∑
i=1
fiη
P
i = (−1)
P
(A3)
for 4n ≤ P ≤ 8n. This an be proven in the following way. Notie that for P = 4n equality
(A3) is satised due to (A1). Let us move to P = 4n + 1, that is we want to alulate
x =
4n+1∑
i=1
fiη
4n+1
i . (A4)
Adding to this equation the result for P = 4n we get
4n+1∑
i=1
fi
(
η4n+1i + η
4n
i
)
= x+ 1. (A5)
Using the fat that G (ηi) = η
4n+1
i + η
4n
i − r
2 = 0 and (A1) we have
x+ 1 = r2
4n+1∑
i=1
fi = 0. (A6)
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and x = −1. This proedure an be repeated several times to prove (A3) until P = 8n.
For any set of 4n+ 1 omplex numbers ηi we have the following identity
4n+1∑
i=1
fiη
4n+1
i =
4n+1∑
i=1
ηi. (A7)
Imposing in addition the onstraint G (ηi) = 0 we get
∑4n+1
i ηi = −1. The proof is similar
to the one of (A1), however we integrate the following funtion
g (z) =
z4n+1
(z − η1) (z − η2) . . . (z − ηi)
2 . . . (z − η4n+1)
. (A8)
After several algebrai steps we arrive at (A7).
Appendix B: PION DECAY CONSTANT
In our model Birse-Bowler formula (18) for pion deay onstant redues to the following
form
F 2π = −
NcM
2
4π2
4n+1∑
i,j=1
fifjη
2n
i
(
(1 + 2n (1 + 2n)) η2n+1j + (1 + 4n (1 + 3n)) η
2n
j
+ 2n (1 + 6n) η2n−1j + 4n
2η2n−2j
)( ǫij
ηi − ηj
(ln (1 + ηi)− ln (1 + ηj)) +
δij
1 + ηi
)
(B1)
where ǫij is 0 for i = j and 1 otherwise, while δij is Kroneker delta.
Appendix C: LIGHT-CONE INTEGRALS IN SCHWINGER REPRESENTATION
Here we summarize formulae used to perform dDk loop integration in the presene of
δ(n · κ−u n · p). We will onsider three ases when the numerator ontains no k− at all and
one or two powers of k−. We follow losely the method of ref. [19℄.
Consider loop integral (26) and apply to it (28):
J = AΛD−5

dDκ
(2π)D
δ(n · κ− u n · p)
4n+1∑
i,j=1
fifj
η4ni η
4n
j N
(z1 − ηi)(z2 − ηj)
(C1)
expressed in terms of saled variables (24). Here N is the numerator to be speied later.
Reall that
z1 = (κ− p)
2 − 1 + iǫ, z2 = κ
2 − 1 + iǫ. (C2)
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We shall now make ontinuation to the Eulidean metri:
κ0 = iκ4 (C3)
with
κ2 → −~κ2, κ · p→ −~κ · ~p, n · κ→ −~n · ~κ (C4)
where arrows denote D dimensional Eulidean vetors. Therefore
J = iAΛD−5

dD~κ
(2π)D
δ(~n · ~κ+ up+)
4n+1∑
i,j=1
fifj
η4ni η
4n
j N
(~κ2 + 1 + ηi)((~κ− ~p)2 + 1 + ηj)
. (C5)
We shall parametrize now
1
(~κ2 + 1 + ηi)((~κ− ~p)2 + 1 + ηj)
=
∞

0
dα
∞

0
dβ e−α(~κ
2+1+ηi)−β((~κ−~p)2+1+ηj)
(C6)
and
δ(~n · ~κ+ up+) =
∞

−∞
dλ
2π
e−iλ(~n·~κ+up
+). (C7)
It is onvenient to introdue new variables:
α + β = s, β = ys, α = (1− y)s = −y¯s. (C8)
Integration measure reads then
∞

0
dα
∞

0
dβ =
∞

0
s ds
1

0
dy. (C9)
Finally we will shift momentum
~κ = ~κ ′ +
(
y ~p− i
λ
2s
~n
)
. (C10)
In these new variables we have
J = iAΛD−5
4n+1∑
i,j=1
fi fj η
4n
i η
4n
j
1

0
dy

dλ
2π
e−iλp
+(u−y)
∞

0
s dse−s[1−y¯ηi+yηj+yy¯ p
2]

dD~κ ′
(2π)D
N e−s~κ
′2
. (C11)
Further alulations depend on the nature of N . If N an be expressed entirely in terms
of z1,2 then, in virtue of (28), it is enough to replae pertinent powers of z
N
1,2 → η
N
i,j and
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perform Gaussian integration over κ′. Let us denote suh an integral as J0. Also integral
over dλ is trivial. In the following we shall need also integrals with λ and λ2 whih read:

dλ
2π
{1, λ, λ2}e−iλp
+(u−y) =
1
p+
{
1,−
i
p+
∂y,−
1
p+2
∂2y
}
δ(u− y). (C12)
Hene (for D = 4− 2ε) we get
J0 = iA
(
1
4π
)2−ε
Λ−1−2ε
p+
4n+1∑
i,j=1
fiη
4n
i fjη
4n
j N (ηi, ηj)
∞

0
dssε−1e−s[1−u¯ηi+uηj+uu¯ p
2]. (C13)
In order to perform the integral over ds we shall use
∞

0
dssε−1−ne−s[··· ] = [· · · ]n−ε Γ(ε− n) ≃
[· · · ]n−ε
ε (ε− 1) . . . (ε− n)
e−γε + . . . (C14)
arriving at
J0 = i
A
16π2P+
(
4πe−γ
Λ2
)ε
1
ε
4n+1∑
i,j=1
fiη
4n
i fjη
4n
j
N
[1− u¯ηi + uηj + uu¯ p2]
ε
= i
A
16π2P+
(
4πe−γ
Λ2
)ε 4n+1∑
i,j=1
fiη
4n
i fjη
4n
j N
(
1
ε
− ln
[
1− u¯ηi + uηj + uu¯ p
2
])
. (C15)
If numerator N involves additionally one power of κµ we have then
N → N (ηi, ηj)(w · κ) = −N (ηi, ηj)(~w · ~κ) (C16)
where w is a onstant four-vetor. Let us denote suh an integral by J1. Here the only
dierene from the previous ase omes from the integration over κ
′
. Sine
~w · ~κ = ~w · ~κ ′ +
(
y ~w · ~p− i
λ
2s
~w · ~n
)
(C17)
only the terms in parenthesis survive. After integrating over dλ with the help of (C12) and
over dy (in the ase of δ′ we have to integrate by parts) we arrive, bak in the Minkowski
metri, at:
J1 = i
A
16π2P+
(
4πe−γ
Λ2
)ε
1
ε
4n+1∑
i,j=1
fi fj
z4ni z
4n
j N
[1− u¯zi + uzj + uu¯ p2]
ε
{
u (w · P ) +
(w · n)
2P+
(
(ηi − ηj) Λ
2 + (1− 2u)P 2
)
−
(w · n)
2P+
Λ2
ε− 1
[
(1 + ηj)δ(u− 1) − (1 + ηi)δ(u)
]}
(C18)
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where p2 = P 2/Λ2. Note that if w = n then w · n = 0 and we get J0 of eq. (C15)
multiplied by uP+ as it should be, sine we ould have used δ (k · n− u n · P ) in the rst
plae. Similarly if w = ε⊥ we have J1 = 0 whih means that a single power of κ⊥ integrates
to zero. Note that due to Lorentz invariane after du integration the oeient in front of
w · n should vanish in aordane with (23).
Finally if the numerator ontains κµκν , let's all suh an integral J2, we have
N → N (ηi, ηj)(w · κ)(v · κ) = N (ηi, ηj)(~w · ~κ)(~v · ~κ). (C19)
Using (C12) and integrating over dy we get three dierent ontributions to J2 depending on
the tensor struture:
J (0)2 = i
A
16π2
Λ2
P+
(
e−γ
4πΛ2
)−ε
1
ε
4n+1∑
i,j=1
fi fj
η4ni η
4n
j N
[1− u¯ηi + uηj + uu¯ p2]
ε
{
−
1
2
[1− u¯ηi + uηj + uu¯ p
2]
(ε− 1)
(w · v) +
u2
Λ2
(v · P ) (w · P )
}
, (C20)
J (1)2 = i
A
16π2
Λ2
2P+2
(
e−γ
4πΛ2
)−ε
1
ε
{
(w · P ) (v · n) + (w · n) (v · P )
}
4n+1∑
i,j=1
fi fj
η4ni η
4n
j N
[1− u¯ηi + uηj + uu¯ p2]
ε
{
(1 + ηj) δ(u− 1)
−
(
1− u¯ηi + uηj + uu¯ p
2
)
+ u
[
(ηi − ηj) + (1− 2u)p
2
]}
(C21)
and nally
J (2)2 = i
A
16π2
Λ4
4P+3
(
e−γ
4πΛ2
)−ε
1
ε
(w · n) (v · n)
4n+1∑
i,j=1
fi fj
η4ni η
4n
j N
[1− u¯ηi + uηj + uu¯ p2]
ε
{
1
2
[
[1 + ηj ]
2 δ′(u− 1) − [1 + ηi]
2 δ′(u)
]
+
[
(ηi − ηj) + (1− 2u)p
2
] [
[1 + ηj ] δ(u− 1) − [1 + ηi] δ(u)
]
+
[
1− u¯ηi + uηj + uu¯ p
2
]
up2 +
[
(ηi − ηj) + (1− 2u)p
2
]2}
.
(C22)
In eq. (C22) we enounter derivatives of δ funtions; it is here impliitly assumed that the
oeient N [1− u¯ηi + uηj + uu¯ p
2]
−ε
when multiplied by δ′(u− 1) or δ′(u) is taken at the
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orresponding value of u. Note that Lorentz invariane requires that
1

0
duJ (1,2)2 = 0 (C23)
(modulo possible subtration of the perturbative part).
Finally let us remark that if we need an integral of k2⊥ we may use the following trik in
two dimensional transverse plane:

d2~k⊥ ~k
2
⊥ = 2

d2~k⊥ (~ε⊥ · ~k⊥)
2
(C24)
if there is no other dependene on the transverse angle, as it indeed happens in our ase.
We an then evaluate the r.h.s of eq. (C24) using the formulae from the present appendix.
Appendix D: AXIAL FORM FACTOR
In this appendix we show, as an example, simple alulation of the axial form fator. We
start from the matrix element on the left hand side in eq. (12):
〈
0
∣∣ψ (−λn) γµγ5ψ (λn)∣∣ γ (P, ε)〉 = −eNcεν

dDk
(2π)D
ei(2k·n−P ·n)λ (D1)
Tr
{
γµγ5
1
6 k −Mk
γν
1
( 6 k− 6 P )−Mk−P
}
.
Calulating the trae and taking the derivative with respet to λ as in the denition (12)
we obtain
M≡
d
dλ
〈
0
∣∣ψ (−λn) γµγ5ψ (λn)∣∣ γ (P, ε)〉∣∣λ=0 = 4eNcενPβεµναβ

dDk
(2π)D
kα (2k · n− P · n)
D (k)D (k − P )
.
Using Lorentz invariane and some simple algebra we get
M = −2eNcενPαnβε
µναβ

dDk
(2π)D
(2k · n− P · n) (k · n˜− p¯k · n)
D (k)D (k − P )
(D2)
with p¯ = P 2/P+2. Comparing this with the right hand side of (12) we get the following
expression
FA
(
P 2
)
=
2iNc
f3γ
J , (D3)
where J denotes the integral in (D2). However it an be easily shown that Lorentz invariane
requires that

dDk
(2π)D
k · n k · n˜− p¯ (k · n)2
D (k)D (k − P )
=
2
2−D

dDk
(2π)D
k2T
D (k)D (k − P )
(D4)
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and

dDk
(2π)D
k · n˜− p¯ k · n
D (k)D (k − P )
= 0. (D5)
Using this, J redues to
J =
4
2−D

dDk
(2π)D
k2T
D (k)D (k − P )
. (D6)
This integral reads
J =
ΛD−2
p+
4i
D − 2
(
1
4π
)D/2 4n+1∑
i,j=1
fifjη
4n
i η
4n
j
 1
0
du
(
1− u¯ηi + uηj + uu¯ p
2
)1−ǫ
Γ (ǫ) . (D7)
Expanding in ǫ and subtrating the perturbative part we obtain the nal expression
FA
(
P 2
)
=
1
4π2
Λ2Nc
f3γ
4n+1∑
i,j=1
fifjη
4n
i η
4n
j (D8)
 1
0
du
(
1− u¯ηi + uηj + uu¯ p
2
)
ln
(
1− u¯ηi + uηj + uu¯ p2
uu¯p2
)
.
Integration over du an, in priniple, be done analytially (taking into aount remarks given
in the main text), however here we just plot FA (P
2) in set. VB3.
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